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Objectives: Securing portable devices with the help of existing
technology of Bit-Locker drive encryption, with more security of reset
operations, if you lost your portable devices like memory cards, pen
drive etc. The main objective is to make Data more secured and
unauthorized access is denied when they try to access the personal
information that are present in SD card after the User lost his/her
Mobile/SD card.
Methods: a performance difference between Bit-Locker enabled
device and Bit-Locker not enabled device with varying of read/write
operation is more in non-enabled Bit-Locker device, so we will suggest
to encrypt SD card using Existing Method Bit-Locker and also we
suggest an Idea that User can Encrypt once in Windows Platform and
Decrypt in Other Platform ( Ex: Ubuntu) better way of protecting the
SD card.
Findings: The issues of Bit-Locker device that is we enabled BitLocker drive encryption, even the drive is locked but the user can be
able to format the entire drive without any interruption.so we have
given better solution for these type of problem and also if you lost your
portable device without encrypting the unknown user can easily misuse
the data present in portable device, so we provided a solution if any
unknown user wants to access your data it will ask for password, if
unknown user enters 5 times wrong password the portable device will
be locked and all the data is format the unknown user cannot perform
any read/write operation on portable device. And also if we enabled bitlocker drive encrypted it will have decrypted in windows operating
system so we introduced a concept of encrypt once and decrypt in any
operating system [EODAOS].
Improvements: The privacy data is more secured compared to BitLocker technology, with reset operation if unknown user enters five
times wrong password the portable device will be format and lock the
portable device with read/write operations. Performance is more
improved.
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Introduction:Data security is the main challenges that prevents the wider acceptance of mobile devices especially within
business1. Mobile Technologies are rapidly replacing the traditional cellular phones because of its PC-like features
which allow them to use many services like (browsing, money transaction etc.). all the smartphone as the feature to
install the third-party application and if not enough storage is available in the internal memory the user can explicitly
move all the installed third party application to SD card as the installed application are moved to SD card the user
data stored on this SD card and the services that they provide becomes more and more vital. Mobile operating
systems naturally become the target for security inspection as they are responsible for managing all the information
and services. 2 studied on the analysis of security weakness in bit-locker technology and puts forward some
measures to improve its security.
So, the existing problem in Bit-Locker technology we encrypt SD card and It cannot be decrypted in any other
operating system and it takes lot of time for encrypting. Unfortunately, we discovered that Bit-Locker possesses
some critical weaknesses. In this paper, we illustrate our discoveries about the vulnerabilities of the scheme. We also
suggest a way to take advantage of the ideas introduced with Bit-Locker technology using standard tools in order to
provide an efﬁcient and strongly secure encryption scheme, if the Smartphone lost/stolen the content of SD card can
easily misuse by any person like SD card consists of personal photos, videos, third party applications data
(WhatsApp backup file, Account password text file etc.) for better way to eliminate this problem our paper explain
the different way of encrypting the SD card that helps protect your files and folders from unauthorized access in case
your SD card is lost or stolen. To Provide better security we introduce a concept called Encrypt once and Decrypt in
any Operating system (EODAOS) usually if the user encrypts SD card in Android Operating System, the user can
only decrypt in that particular operating system, our paper will explain about encrypt in one operating system and
decrypt in any operating system with secure password/passcode authentication.

Literature Review:An algorithm of SE (self-encryption)1,2 is an efficient encryption for sensitive files requiring the user to enter
password or PIN code, the author explains detailed analysis of the weaknesses of the SE scheme.
The algorithm takes better way when using AES encryption 3 algorithms based on the high-performance computing of
GPU, usually encrypting time of traditional AES algorithm is too long to meet fast encryption. The author come up
with better way to encrypt with High performance computing with GPU Using AES Encryption.
A comparison between DES, BLOWFISH and AES, the author 4,5,11 explains the different Cipher type, Possible keys,
Key length and rounds, and time consumption for each algorithm with specific cipher type. Discusses an algorithm
the increasing need for Secured data communication 6 has led to development of several cryptographic algorithms, the
author explains secured High throughput implementation of AES algorithm, author explains complete detailed
explanation of AES algorithm and comparison between AES Versions, Key Length, Block Size and Number of
Rounds.
The key-based security for document encryption 7 system, utilizing the security key on the key usage of effective
administration to guarantee that exclusively approved clients can decode the document and make the proper
operation, and utilize the hash calculation for document honesty check, and in this way successfully enhance the
security of electronic records, guaranteeing its respectability , proposed a new design to give a safe authentication 8
such that the Hardware and security measures executed in the system vanquishes any endeavors of unauthorized
access to retrieve the information and to keep up extreme control to secure information and prevent theft, by dealing
with outline measurements also, proposed discusses Mobile security 9,10,13 testing targets to detect vulnerabilities and
malicious apps on a mobile devices explains various mobile security model like Android security model, IOS security
model, Windows Phone security model and briefly explains about Application-based Mobile Threats in all mobile
platforms 12,14,15 explains about image encryption in mobile devices and explains elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)
and apply the same for convenient encryption and decryption of an image 16,17 author explains the securing
applications in windows phone, To have an excellent security to the windows phone the developers and Microsoft
will utilize the better methodology, By utilizing the sandbox idea, applications won't have the entrance to utilize the
information of different applications.
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Existing System:In order to encrypt the disk, we currently use Bit locker (or) other third party software (Ex: True crypt, File vault,
McAfee Drive Encryption (safe boot), private disk etc.).So using Existing Method we are going to Explain How to
Securing SD card with Bit Locker Drive encryption.
Bit Locker:BitLocker Drive Encryption19 is built into the Windows operating system and uses Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) with configurable key lengths of either 128 bit (default) or 256 bit (as to configure in Group Policy). The
idea behind the BitLocker Drive Encryption 18 is that once you secure your drive, only you, or someone who has
your password and recovery key, will be able to get to your data. Explains the attack strategies 20 against Bit-Locker
which goal the way Bit-Locker is using the TPM sealing device.
Bit Locker Drive encryption encrypts your entire drive.
Bit Locker Performance:Enabling Bit Locker drive encryption in PC/Mobile to protect the personal files/folders, but we have to think about
the performance. If we configure Bit Locker drive encryption there is a performance degradation in both read and
write operation of the disk. Performance depends on the combination of processor, RAM and hard disk type (SSD,
HDD).
The Performance was tested the performance of read/write operation using a free tool called AS-SSD-Benchmark
version number 1.9 with laptop configuration of 1.50 GHZ AMD A4-5000 APU with Radeon™ HD Graphics with
4 GB RAM and 16 GB SanDisk Ultra USB 3.0 pen drive with Bit Locker Drive Encryption and without Bit Locker
Drive Encryption.
Tool Explanation:Article 21 explains the tool as test the sequential or random read/write performance without using the cache. AS SSD
Benchmark reads/writes a 1 GByte file as well as randomly select 4K blocks. Moreover, it performs the tests using 1
or 64 threads and it determines the SSD's access time.
Two extra benchmark tests inspect the drive's behavior when (1) copying a few big files, a lot of small files and a
combination of file sizes by using cached copy functions of your OS as well as (2) Reading/writing data depending
on the data's compressibility.
Read operation:-

Figure 1:- Read operation.
Read operation takes data out of a specified address in the memory. In Figure 1 explains the performance of varying
in Without Bit locker, the reading speed will be more, if we Enable Bit Locker Drive encryption then the speed will
be less than 25 %. Taking more time to retrieve the address of specified block in Bit Locker drive encryption
because of each block encrypted and taking more time to decryption, for increasing the speed of Bit Locker drive
encryption the processing as done both using GPU and CPU to increase the efficiency of an encryption.
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Write operation:-

Figure 2:- Write operation.
In Figure 2 explains the performance of varying in Write operation puts data into a specified address in the memory.
If you are copying small file, the file copied very fast. But think if you are copying more than 10 – 20 GB in Bit
Locker Drive Encryption disk it takes lot of time to get copied.

Proposed System:our algorithm and it's working, algorithm follows two fundamental operations. This include a phase of reset
operations, increases the speed of encryption process in bit-locker. Since it undergoes two operations (phases) the
overall complexity increases and algorithm becomes quite difficult to attack from hackers or attackers. The fixed
length of key is generated which must be kept secret. Even through the complexity is very high, but time taken by
the algorithm for encryption is less and
Procedure to encrypt the portable device is simple. Thus, algorithm can be used to any portable devices, such as
camera SD card, PC, Mobile etc. The following section discusses the procedure to encrypt the SD card.
Algorithm for Encrypting: 1. User has to Select Key length (64 bits, 128 bits, 256 bits).
Note: if we select lower bits for encryption it will take less time to complete encryption.
2. The key is generated and stored in Flash memory i.e. Root folder of SD card [System Volume Information]
3. The SD card blocks are divided based on the Key Size that user as selected.
4. Temporary master file is created in User selected local disk. By default, master file is secured by AES cipher
encryption.
5. All the block address is stored in the master file.
Initial password has been written in master file.
M=AES (BA)
Where,
M=master File
BA=Block Address
6.
7.
8.

After successful store of master file, the shift rows or mix column Sub-programs will execute with all blocks.
Encrypt all the blocks with key size if not go to step 6.
After encrypting the master file consists of two separate section one is before encrypting block address and after
encrypting block address.
9. Now master file, reset program and auto run programs are flashed to SD card.
10. Now SD card is encrypted.
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Figure 3:- Encryption Process of SD card.
Algorithm for Decrypting: 1. User Mounts SD card.
2. When User Opens the SD card Drive the Command prompt will be shown The user has to enter password, If
password does not match the reset program will be executed will be formatted everything in SD card, after that
the user still unable to save any content in SD card.
3. If password matches the block is divided with Key size.
4. After that the master file will assign the block with before encryption content.
5. Now the SD card is decrypted.

Results:Table 5.1:- Comparison between existing method.
Read Write
Without Bitlocker
YES
YES
With Bitloker and Password
YES
YES
With Bitlocker and without
NO
NO
Password
With Bitlocker and EODAS
NO
NO
without password
With Bitlocker and EODAS
YES
YES
with password

Format
YES
YES
YES

Platform support
All platform
windows
windows

Security
Less
More but not portable
Less

NO

Windows, Ubuntu

More with portable

YES

Windows, Ubuntu

More with portable
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Figure 4:- GUI for Mount Point.
In figure 4 the user select Mount Point and Enter password based on password the Key length will be taken,if user
has given less time it will take less time to encrypt,It will display how much time it has taken for loading and how
much time it takes for encrypting complete disk using this Approach.
Select Disk Location:-

Figure 5:- Select Disk Location.
In figure 5 if the user wants to decrypt the disk he will first select disk location in my computer, If user decrypts SD
card the SD card is no more secure it just clears the password and encryption information from Autorun.exe.
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SD Card Reset Operations:When User Opens the SD card drive the Command prompt will show in which user has to enter password, if
password does not match the reset program will be executed and will be formatted everything in SD card

Figure 6:- Enter Password Screen.
If user enters Wrong Password the Disk will be formatted.

Figure 7:- Displays Error Message Screen.
The SD card data completely formated and hence unknown user can not get any information.

Conclusions:The AS-SSD-Benchmark tool is used to help to determine the speed of the Bit Locker Disk encryption in both
read/write operation. We suggest to encrypt the disk using Bit-Locker and new way of resetting the disk, if the
password as entered wrong for 5 times the disk will be formatted.so far we tested in two platforms (windows,
Ubuntu) if idea succeeded we will try to improve in all platforms.
The encryption is faster and more secure with reset option and disabling the format option under Context Menu
which was the disadvantage in Bit locker drive encryption security. Then we proposed ideas in order to construct an
encrypt once and decrypt in many devices, we verified the feasibility of our ideas by making a performance analysis
which involves experiments on a popular mobile platform and popular desktop operating system.
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